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Executive Overview 
Engineering, by its nature, is a logical and structured discipline. It’s no surprise, then, to 
see the level of organization that engineers apply to managing their CAD files. 
Unfortunately, many engineers manage files using meaningful file names on their hard 
drive. As the number of engineers on a project increases, managing files in a directory 
structure gets increasingly risky. Simply transforming the directory structure to a shared 
drive is not enough to manage multiple design iterations and have confidence that you 
can always find the current version. Or make sure that another designer doesn’t overwrite 
your hard work. Or really ever expect to find what you are looking for.  

Some recognize the shortcomings and risks of a manual CAD management 
approach, while others are one mistake away from learning the hard way. 

Some recognize the shortcomings and risks of a manual CAD management approach, 
while others are one mistake away from learning the hard way. “An unmanaged approach 
works OK for one person, but when you ask for something they spend a half a day 
scrambling to get data together,” cautions Jake Myre, owner of Hippo Engineering. 
“Then, they end up having a part made for a prototype and find out it’s three versions 
old. That’s not good.”  

Beyond managing their own work, few engineers work in a vacuum. They must 
coordinate with other designers, contractors, suppliers, prototype shops, contract 
manufacturers, and others that need CAD data to do their jobs. PDM and PLM are 
formal, traditional systems designed to help manufacturers control, access, and share their 
CAD data. But as Tech-Clarity’s Managing Design Data with SharePoint concludes, 
“Unfortunately, data management solutions have been out of reach … due to cost and 
lack of IT resources.”  

A simplified, cloud-based CAD data management approach can provide 
important benefits with significantly reduced investment. 

But engineers have to do something. Living in an unmanaged, manual environment is 
highly inefficient and prone to errors. For companies that have outgrown chaos and are 
tired of crossing their fingers and hoping they don’t order or produce the wrong part, it’s 
time for a practical solution. Fortunately, there are more options available today than ever 
before, including new cloud-based tools. It’s time for a rational discussion to explore the 
basic requirements for CAD data management and discuss whether they can be achieved 
without the cost and complexity that make traditional solutions impractical for many 
smaller manufacturers. This report concludes that a simplified, cloud-based CAD data 
management approach can provide important benefits with significantly reduced 
investment of time, money, and IT expertise. 
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Understand the Need to Manage CAD Data 
Before discussing solutions, let’s briefly discuss the business need for managing CAD 
data. The easiest way to understand the benefits of managing CAD is by understanding 
the problems that unmanaged data brings. Engineering teams that don’t manage CAD 
data, or perhaps more accurately manually manage CAD data, suffer from a number of 
consistent issues. They have no “single version of the truth” and no one place to be sure 
they have the most recent file, resulting in: 

• Inefficiency – It takes too much time and effort to find the latest version of a 
design. Perhaps more importantly, double-checking to make sure they have 
actually found the latest design takes extra time and effort. 

• Overwriting – Without any way to know what files are in use, engineers can 
unknowingly work on the same file in parallel. Whoever hits “Save” last wins, 
and the other’s work is lost. 

• Mistakes – Inevitably somebody uses the wrong version of a file and makes an 
error. They make the wrong version or order an unreleased part, costing time and 
money. 

Engineering teams that don’t manage CAD data, or perhaps more accurately 
manually manage CAD data, suffer from a number of consistent issues. 

These problems are common in a team as small as two people. In fact, some engineers 
tell me that going back to their own projects after a year or two results in similar issues. 
To make it more challenging, engineers don't work alone, even if they are the only 
engineer in the company. There are a host of other people inside and outside of the 
business that play roles in developing, procuring, producing, marketing, selling, and 
supporting products. Informal techniques for sharing CAD, such as communicating via 
email or other manual file-sharing techniques, extend problems across the company and 
into the supply chain. Specific issues include: 

• Productivity loss - As the number of non-engineers needing data access 
increases, workload to create screenshots and renderings takes time away from 
design. 

• Risk – Designs are shared in insecure ways that put company know-how at risk. 
• Bigger mistakes – Determining the right version internally is easy compared to a 

contract manufacturer looking through emails to find the latest design. 

On the positive side, better CAD management also helps manufacturers collaborate more 
effectively. One of the key benefits this offers it to get early feedback on designs so 
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products are made “right the first time” before the cost and time implications of change 
go up (Figure 1). Sharing CAD data with other engineers, downstream departments, 
suppliers, and even customers helps identify and resolve issues early to optimize designs.  

 

Figure 1: Closed Windows of Opportunity for Change 

Explore CAD Data Management Options 
Manufacturers have a lot of CAD management options to consider, including 
manual/unmanaged approaches, file-sharing, formal systems like PDM/PLM, and newer 
cloud-based systems. Each of these has plusses and minuses and requires tradeoffs. We 
will look at each of these solutions and how they support the capabilities to control, 
access, and share CAD files (Figure 2). 

 

Figure 2: Product Data Management Framework 
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Explore the Options – Manual Approaches 
Perhaps the most common way to manage CAD files is on a shared drive with a directory 
structure and file naming conventions. That can work in some situations, but it carries 
significant risks and limitations. “It was easy when it was just me, but when we added a 
second person it was difficult to have the same file structure,” recalls Andy Homyk, the 
lead mechanical engineer at medical device company HemoSonics. “It was hard to get 
updates from his computer onto mine and ensure I had the right revision.”  

These manual approaches are better than nothing, but in all but the simplest scenarios 
lead to errors. As complexity and number of engineers increase, unmanaged approaches 
fall apart. Relying on individuals to consistently follow manual rules eventually leads to 
problems. This approach frequently results in the errors discussed earlier, specifically 
overwriting each other’s work, using the wrong version of a file, multiple people working 
on the same file, and lost productivity. 

As complexity and number of engineers increase,  
unmanaged approaches fall apart. 

Manual approaches also fall short when sharing designs with others. “Sending a 20 MB 
CAD file in email is cumbersome, and if it changes you have to do it all over again,” says 
Jake Myre of Hippo Engineering. Opening up access to shared drives requires knowledge 
of things like selective access, VPN, and firewalls. These are not trivial to set up and 
maintain and take limited engineering resources away from their work. Companies 
typically resort to email, portable drives, FTP, and other insecure and unreliable 
techniques. “The only three letter acronym we used to exchange CAD files was ‘USB’,” 
jokes Tim Higgins, a mechanical engineer at HemoSonics.  

We didn’t ever order a wrong part … but as far as efficiency  
and keeping people on task it was awful. 

Tim Higgins, Mechanical Engineer, HemoSonics 

Email and other manual file-sharing techniques are error-prone and time-consuming, and 
lead to multiple file versions in people’s inboxes or on their hard drives. This makes it 
nearly impossible to have confidence that you know which file is the most recent. “I 
always had to go back to make sure I had it right version before ordering something for 
thousands of dollars,” describes HemoSonics’ Higgins. “We didn’t ever order a wrong 
part, but we were very aware of the possibility and paid a lot of attention to it. We 
prevented wasting money, but as far as efficiency and keeping people on task it was 
awful.” 
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Explore the Options – PDM or PLM 
Some may look to formal systems like Product Data Management (PDM) or Product 
Lifecycle Management (PLM). PDM offers formal capabilities to control, access, and 
share designs, which according to Tech-Clarity’s The Business Value of Product Data 
Management “… helps drive efficiency, reduce cost, and improve time to market.”  

PDM offers the basics of CAD file management and more. 

PDM offers the basics of CAD file management and more. PDM goes beyond vaulting 
CAD files, providing advanced features such as configuration management, BOM 
management, and more. PLM goes further to manage processes and extend to the 
enterprise and external enterprise and has evolved into an enterprise platform to manage 
processes such as environmental compliance, costing, quality, and more. These solutions 
can manage complex rules and business processes and are typically used by larger 
organizations that require a higher level of coordination and control. In recent years, 
PLM has expanded significantly (Figure 3). This is positive for some, but has increased 
scope and complexity for others. 

 

Figure 3: Four Dimensions of PLM Expansion 

Adding PLM adds overhead and doesn’t have value  
on small to medium projects. 

Jake Myre, Owner, Hippo Engineering 

PDM and PLM have been extended for external collaboration, but are often viewed as 
cumbersome to share on an ad-hoc basis because of the level of control they provide. 
Because of this, many traditional systems are worked around due to the time and effort 
required to set up external partners (Figure 3). These systems provide more control, but 
also require more from their users and might be considered overkill for smaller 
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engineering teams. “Adding PLM adds overhead and doesn’t have value on small to 
medium projects,” states Hippo Engineering’s Jake Myre. 

 

Figure 3: File-sharing Bypass  

PDM and PLM are enterprise systems and require a time and resource investment to 
implement. For some, these traditional solutions are either out of reach or viewed as not 
worth the time and money required to implement them due to high cost, complexity, and 
demand for IT resources. For many, the biggest barrier is the time and skill required to set 
up and manage the environments. The systems take time to manage and administer. 
Engineers could manage servers and systems, but many feel their time is better spent 
elsewhere. “I looked at hosting a vault myself, but I didn’t want to get into hosting 
servers, etc.,” comments Jake Myre of Hippo Engineering. “My time is better spent doing 
other things.” 

For some, these traditional solutions are either out of reach  
or viewed as not worth the time and money required to implement them  

due to high cost, complexity, and demand for IT resources. 

PDM and PLM vendors have invested in reducing implementation and adoption barriers 
by introducing simplified solutions that come pre-configured and bundled with required 
infrastructure. Others are offering hosted environments to remove the need to administer 
servers. While hosting reduces IT demand, hosting traditional applications is not the same 
as cloud because it may solve the server issue but still requires administration and often 
has performance implications. 
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Explore the Options – Cloud File-Sharing 
The cloud offers a solution without IT or other implementation overhead. There are 
numerous advantages to cloud applications, including scalability and effectively 
unlimited storage so users don’t have to worry about running out of disk space. 
Unfortunately, many engineers look to solutions designed for consumers and turn to web-
based file-sharing services like Dropbox, Google Drive, or others. These offerings have 
good concepts but have many shortcomings that make them inappropriate for 
professional use, particularly for CAD file management. We expect to be able to easily 
share information and discuss it based on applications we use in our personal lives, but as 
I have written “Facebook fails for product development” simply because it isn’t designed 
for the demands of engineering. 

We could set up a Dropbox to work with external consultants … 
but then how many people can see our proprietary information? 

Andy Homyk, Lead Mechanical Engineer, HemoSonics 

The first concern many people have about cloud solutions is security. For purpose-built 
solutions this is often a myth because cloud vendors can afford specialized security 
expertise. But sharing sites like the ones above are optimized for ease of access not 
control, and were never intended to provide the IP protection suitable for designs. “We 
could set up a Dropbox to work with external consultants instead of emailing 
megabytes,” says Andy Homyk of HemoSonics. “But then how many people can see our 
proprietary information?”  

Beyond security, general file-sharing sites are not intended  
to manage large, complex files.  

Beyond security, these sites are not intended to manage large, complex files and don’t 
offer the caching, selective replication, and other features required for performance with 
CAD files. While the “sharing” concepts of these sites seems to be a good fit, the sites 
simply aren’t designed to offer the control required for engineering and design. General 
file-sharing sites are not made to solve the challenges of revisions or preventing 
overwriting someone’s work. In addition, they don’t understand the intricacies of CAD 
assemblies so they can’t support important capabilities like “rolling back” changes to an 
assembly.  

General file-sharing sites are not made to solve the challenges  
of revisions or preventing overwriting someone’s work. 
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Identify Basic Requirements for CAD Management 
Ideally we would take the best of each option above. We could take the ease of 
implementation and sharing capabilities of the cloud solutions with the CAD 
management control of traditional solutions. To accomplish this, what do data 
management tools need, at a minimum, to get the job done? The following sections 
discuss the basic needs for controlling, accessing, and sharing CAD and related product 
data. 

Gain Control 
The most basic demand for data management is getting files under control. This helps 
prevent mistakes from using the wrong files, allows people to work concurrently without 
overwriting each other’s designs, ensures less time is wasted, and provides higher 
confidence in having the right data. “We need to work in parallel, but if we are both 
working on different parts of an assembly file structure I don’t want to wait for him to 
finish,” explains Tim Higgins of HemoSonics. It’s critical to have a file locking 
mechanism so engineers don’t accidentally overwrite files and lose work, or work on the 
same file concurrently and waste time having to reconcile changes.  

It’s critical to have a file locking mechanism so engineers don’t accidentally 
overwrite files and lose work, or work on the same file concurrently. 

It’s also crucial to manage versions and track design history. The CAD data management 
solution needs to be able to use history to step back to previous versions while 
maintaining the integrity of assemblies. “We have to manage revisions and track history,” 
says HemoSonics’ Andy Homyk. “If we develop something that doesn’t work we can step 
back. With different features in the CAD file we can’t just make a change and go back or 
we might delete references or features, it’s difficult to control the outcome. We have to be 
able to step back to previous revisions.”  

The key requirements to support the Control sub-process are: 

• Centralization – ensures that everyone works from the same data 
• Versions and Revisions – marks points in time in design and retains history 
• File Locking – allows people to safely work concurrently 
• Rollback – enables engineers to automatically reinstate previous versions of files 

and assemblies  

Additional features that go beyond the basics include configuration management (CM), 
BOM Management, and visual version comparisons. These are desirable features if they 
are available. 
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Provide Access 
Beyond control, engineers need to be able to quickly find and reuse designs. CAD 
management solutions must allow designers to spend less time searching and make it 
easy to allow others to get access to the data they need. As Best Practices for Managing 
Design Data reports, “One-quarter of the companies surveyed indicate their technical 
personnel spend the equivalent of one day per week (20%) on non-value-added data 
management activities.” That’s a day a week of wasted effort! In addition, if engineers 
can’t access files they will not reuse them, creating inefficiency and forcing them to 
recreate the wheel (and often recreate errors that have already been solved).  

When the CEO wants to look at a file he is not going to download a viewer. 
Jake Myre, Owner, Hippo Engineering 

It’s critical that engineers can communicate designs internally to get feedback from 
internal collaborators. These people should not have to bother downloading a viewer, and 
many can’t due to IT restrictions. “You have to have a way to view files online without 
any software,” says Jake Myre of Hippo Engineering. “That’s a must have, when the 
CEO wants to look at a file he is not going to download a viewer,” he laughs. Andy 
Homyk of HemoSonics explains how that works at his company. “The advantage of our 
solution is that you don’t have to install anything, it’s browser-based,” he offers.  

We have the ability to give access to people that are illiterate to CAD. 
Andy Homyk, Lead Mechanical Engineer, HemoSonics 

It’s important to provide others with the ability to view CAD files even though they don’t 
have CAD expertise or CAD licenses. Giving Marketing, Sales, and executives the ability 
to view the latest files means they don’t have to interrupt the engineers’ design process to 
make renderings and create screenshots. “We have the ability to give access to people 
that are illiterate to CAD,” explains Andy Homyk of HemoSonics. “Our scientists are 
very interested in our designs but don’t have CAD, they can look at it, spin it around, and 
give us feedback.” Engineers get fewer interruptions from people searching for data and 
avoid taking critical time away from design by giving others self-service access. 

The key requirements to support the Access sub-process are: 

• Access Control – ensures only the right people see sensitive product designs 
• Release Management – indicates which revisions are currently ready for 

procurement or manufacturing 
• Self Service – allows downstream departments and other interested parties to see 

the design data they need to do their jobs without burdening designers 
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• Viewing –provides non-technical users without CAD expertise or costly CAD 
licenses to review and interact with 3D models, 2D drawings, and other 
documents 

Additional features that appear in more modern solutions are mechanisms that allow for 
social discussions and feedback tied to the design, or better yet a particular portion or 
view of the design, so discussions become a part of the design history instead of 
disconnected and lost in email. 

Share Your CAD 
Sharing extends the value of CAD data and collaboration beyond Engineering and the 
company. Sharing CAD outside of the firewall extends the value of “right first time” and 
improved quality beyond internal feedback to incorporate partners, suppliers, and 
customers. It also provides information for others to get started earlier on their own work 
without having to wait. Sharing includes CAD files, but also bid documents, spec sheets, 
and other commercial information.  

Emailing is a sure way to create duplicate files and  
open up the opportunity for errors. 

Of course it’s critical to ensure information is under control so companies share the right, 
most up-to-date information. “Before there was a lot of email back and forth because we 
have two to three consulting companies at any time,” says Andy Homyk of HemoSonics. 
“We would email bits of assemblies and then sometimes have to send previous 
assemblies.” Emailing is a sure way to create duplicate files and open up the opportunity 
for errors. Solutions that provide external links versus duplicates prevent this problem. 
“One of the main benefits of our CAD management solution is that we don’t have to 
triple-check if we have the right revision,” says HemoSonics’ Higgins. “It gives you 
confidence and you aren’t crossing your fingers.” 

One of the main benefits of our CAD management solution is that we don’t 
have to triple-check if we have the right revision. It gives you confidence. 

Tim Higgins, Mechanical Engineer, HemoSonics 

Suppliers, prototype shops, contract manufacturers, and design partners should only have 
selective access to ensure they only see what they should. They should always get the 
latest released version and not have access to more information than they need. Beyond 
partners, sharing with customers has even greater benefits. More customer involvement 
leads to better results and a more committed customer. As with internal resources, they 
require easy access because it’s not realistic for most to ask for VPN, firewalls, or other 
IT help or they system will be worked around.  
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The key requirements to support the Share sub-process are: 

• Ease of Sharing – quickly establishing access to a site for external parties such as 
suppliers, customers, and design partners 

• Selective Sharing – sharing different information with various partners 
• Markups and Feedback – capturing external feedback and input, storing this 

with the design  
• Sharing by Reference – provides links to master data so files are not duplicated  
• Sharing in Neutral Formats – provide access in industry standard formats 

including IGES, STEP, and JT for other engineers to utilize 

Beyond sharing via the web, more advanced solutions provide the ability to share CAD 
data in multiple ways. As an example, “When I give a presentation I can just pull up a 
design and spin it around in a browser, it’s a pretty huge benefit,” says Andy Homyk of 
HemoSonics. It’s also more efficient. “Before I relied on screenshots and put them in 
PowerPoint, it took a lot of man-hours,” he adds.  

When I give a presentation I can just pull up a design  
and spin it around in a browser, it’s a pretty huge benefit.  

Andy Homyk, Lead Mechanical Engineer, HemoSonics 

Another “beyond the basics” benefit of more modern applications is mobile device 
access. As Tech-Clarity’s PLM Goes Mobile finds, “Mobile devices like the iPad have 
set the stage to extend the opportunity for engineers and others in the product lifecycle to 
contribute, decide, act, and innovate.” But Enabling Mobile PLM cautions that effective 
mobile applications are fundamentally different then those designed for large screens, so 
it’s not as simple as making a desktop application available on a mobile device. 
“Everyone is hooked up to our mobile app,” offers HemoSonics’ Tim Higgins. “Our 
CEO and CTO regularly go out and show the product on their cell phones. They pull up a 
model and spin it around. It’s impressive.” 

Get the Basics without the Overhead? 
The previous sections lay out the basic requirements to control, access, and share CAD 
data. They also discuss the CAD management options currently available to 
manufacturers. While formal systems provide a strong foundation to control and access 
information, they come with overhead that is simply not realistic for smaller companies 
to take on. Additionally, the traditional solutions were designed with “Control” as the 
primary driver as opposed to “Share,” and are often worked around unless there are 
strong controls in place to prevent it. 
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While traditional solutions may be too much, new solutions like the apps we use in our 
personal lives offer too little. Simple, easy to use file-sharing sites that require little 
training have raised the bar on usability, connectivity, and collaboration. Cloud solutions 
offer low overhead and low barriers to entry, and offer a path forward when IT support is 
not available. Further, Assessing the Cloud PLM Opportunity concludes that “Cloud 
solutions are faster to implement and therefore provide returns more rapidly.” They offer 
a low risk approach with faster time to value. 

While traditional solutions may be too much, new solutions  
like the apps we use in our personal lives offer too little.  

But these solutions must handle the basics of CAD data management. While the file-
sharing sites are not enough, they have set the stage for modern, web-based applications 
to take advantage of newer user paradigms popularized by consumer applications and 
provide the capabilities required to control, access, and share data. The time is right for a 
new class of solutions that offers simpler capabilities with reduced overhead to solve the 
age-old problems of managing CAD data. As Jake Myre of Hippo Engineering shares, 
“Our solution gives us the basics. It seems to operate pretty simply and it just kind of 
worked right away without much setup.” These solutions will not be likely to replace 
traditional applications, but they provide another option. 

The time is right for a new class of solutions that offers simpler capabilities with 
reduced overhead to solve the age-old problems of managing CAD data. 

Conclusion 
Engineers and their companies can’t afford the continued risk of unmanaged (or manually 
managed) CAD data. The potential for lost work, poor productivity, and errors is too 
high. Data management is a crucial capability according to “Best Practices for Managing 
Design Data, which states that, “Effective design data management fundamentals enable 
better product development performance.” At the same time, traditional solutions have 
been too much for many companies due to cost, complexity, and a lack of IT resources. 

The market is ready for a new class of cloud solutions that are easier to implement, less 
costly, and require no IT resources. While they may not provide the full value and 
capabilities that traditional systems offer, they come with reduced barriers to entry and 
lower TCO and make CAD data management practical for a much wider array of 
companies. They are certainly better than wishful thinking and are much more practical 
and achievable for simpler businesses.  
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Recommendations 
Based on industry experience and research for this report, Tech-Clarity offers the 
following recommendations: 

• Understand the basics required to control, access, and share CAD data 
• Evaluate solution options to choose what is right for your business, based on your 

company’s level of process maturity and available IT support 
• Look for ease of sharing as a differentiating factor because many solutions were 

built with a strong control paradigm and added sharing as an afterthought 
• Consider cloud-based solutions that combine the ease of use, reduced risk, low 

cost, and reduced need for resources but are designed with CAD data 
management in mind 

• Get started. As Jake Myre of Hippo Engineering says, “It’s not that intimidating, 
it will probably be easier than most people think.”  

• Recognize when you might need more traditional solutions, but also recognize 
that putting in place structure is a step in the right direction 
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